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INTRODUCTION 

Early pregnancy loss (EPL) is a common medical condition during 
pregnancy caused by the spontaneous demise of conception, 
affecting up to 20% of women in the reproductive period, with 
recurring events occurring in only a small proportion of cases.1,2 
EPLs have a wide range of causes, both maternal and fetal. Up to 
50% of the products of conception (POCs) of patients with EPLs have 
chromosomal imbalances. However, the remaining half of EPL 
cases are expected to remain primarily unknown.3,4 Recent studies 

using next-generation sequencing technology provide some insights 
into the role of fetal monogenic causes in EPLs. These technologies 
allow for the identification of underlying genetic factors that may 
lead to pregnancy failure and provide a better understanding of the 
pathogenesis of this condition. To date, only a few studies on the 
fetal monogenic causes of pregnancy losses have been published, 
and only a few of these studies have focused on POCs from  
EPLs.5-9 Most of the recurrent genes associated with fetal death, such 
as CHD7, FBN1, FGFR3, NIPBL, and SOS1, have been associated with 
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multisystem disorders. Other recurring genes have been associated 
with cardiac anomalies or arrhythmias (CSRP3, GATA4, GPD1L, 
and SCN5A genes), skeletal dysplasia (COL1A1, FGFR2, and FGFR3), 
kidney diseases (GREB1L and NPHS1), and central nervous system 
abnormality (PIK3R2). Multiple disease categories and recurring 
genes associated with fetal death have been identified, indicating 
that EPL might be caused by various etiologies.

Joubert syndrome [(JS); OMIM#614615] is caused by pathogenic 
variants in the cytogenesis and planar polarity effector 1, also known 
as chromosome 5 open reading frame 42 (C5orf42, OMIM#614571) 
gene. JS is an autosomal recessive primary ciliopathy with multiple 
system defects, the most notable of which are abnormally deep 
interpeduncular fossa, elongated, thick, and mal-oriented superior 
cerebellar peduncles, and absent or hypoplastic cerebellar vermis, 
which results in the molar tooth sign on magnetic resonance 
imaging. JS has been found in several fetuses with multiple 
anomalies, resulting in the termination of pregnancies in the 
second or third trimester.10-14 However, there have been no reports 
of JS in EPLs.

Previously, in a pilot study conducted in our laboratory, we 
confirmed a genetic diagnosis of JS in three EPLs from two couples 
of Albanian ethnic origin (unpublished data). Two EPLs were found 
to be compound heterozygous for a CPLANE1 (NM_001384732.1) 
allele c.1819delT;c.7817T>A, further referred to as the “complex 
allele,” and a novel splice site variant c.5820+3_5820+6del, 
whereas the other EPL was homozygous for the “complex allele.” 
The “complex allele” consists of two known CPLANE1 pathogenic 
variants, c.1819delT and c.7817T>A (ClinVar IDs 217590 and 
217575, respectively), which are located on the same chromosome. 
Furthermore, given the high prevalence of carriers of this CPLANE1 
“complex allele” in our internal whole-exome sequencing (WES) 
database and the absence of any known homozygous patients, 
we hypothesized that it might be a common cause of EPLs in our 
population, whether homozygous or compound heterozygous.

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Materials

Products of conception

Screening for the CPLANE1 “complex allele” involved 246 euploid 
POCs from EPLs (< 12 gestational age), including 121 (49.2%) males 
and 125 (50.8%) females. Individuals’ demographic characteristics 
included families of Macedonian (n = 155), Albanian (n = 80), and 
other ethnic origin (n = 11). The POC samples, previously selected 
by a gynecologist and/or pathologist and accompanied by parental 
whole blood samples, were referred to our laboratory for primary 
chromosomal abnormality analysis. Consequently, euploid POC 
materials were selected for further research. Positive samples for 
the ‘complex allele’ were further analyzed by WES.

Women with EPLs and control women

A group of 650 women with EPLs, with Macedonian (n  =  260), 
Albanian (n = 364), and other ethnic origin (n = 26), as well as 646 

controls (women without EPL and with livebirth) of Macedonian 
(n = 255), Albanian (n = 364), and other ethnic origin (n = 27), were 
screened for the CPLANE1 “complex allele” c.1819delT;c.7817T>A. 
The mothers of the 246 screened POCs were among the 650 women 
with EPLs. The study also included 11 control fetuses and five 
partners of carrier women.

All participants in the study provided informed consent. The 
Macedonian Academy of Sciences and Arts Ethical Committee 
approved this study (approval number: 09-1047/6, date: 04.05.2016).

METHODS

Histopathological analyses

Initially, all submitted POCs were examined macroscopically. Fresh 
placental tissue from each POC was collected for molecular analysis 
and stored in liquid nitrogen. In addition, representative placental 
and decidua tissue samples were selected and preserved for 24 h in 
10% neutral buffered formalin. The samples were then processed 
in a tissue processor according to the standard tissue processing 
procedure. The paraffin tissue blocks were cut into 4 μ thin sections, 
which were then deparaffinized, dehydrated, and stained with 
hematoxylin and eosin. Microscopic analysis of the placental tissue 
was performed using the criteria outlined below. Microscopic 
analysis was performed using a standard light microscope 
(Leica DM2500) with 4, 10, 20, 40, and 100 times objectives. The 
following placental tissue characteristics were examined: villous 
contours, villous stroma appearance (mucoid or hydropic change, 
cavitation), fetal erythrocyte presence, trophoblastic hyperplasia, 
and trophoblastic stromal inclusions.15

Nucleic acid extraction and chromosomal abnormality 
exclusion

DNA/RNA extraction from fetal/chorionic villus tissues and 
peripheral blood from women with EPLs, their partners, control 
women, and control fetuses from carrier women was performed 
using the magnetic bead automated nucleic acid extraction 
instrument Mag Core Super (RBC Bioscience).

To rule out chromosomal abnormalities and maternal DNA 
contamination, a quantitative fluorescence-polymerase chain 
reaction (QF-PCR) method using Short Tandem Repeats markers on 
chromosomes 13, 18, and 21 and sex chromosomes and subtelomere 
Multiplex Ligation Probe dependent Amplification (MLPA) (MRC-
Holland) was used.16

Allele-specific PCR (AS-PCR) and allele discrimination 
methods

Because the variants c.1819delT and c.7817T>A in the CPLANE1 
gene were always coinherited on the same chromosome and were 
found at a high frequency among our population, AS-PCR and allele 
discrimination assays were performed for screening only c.7817T>A 
(Figure 1 a-c), as these methods did not work well for the c.1819delT 
variant. However, Sanger sequencing revealed the presence of the 
c.1819delT variant in all positive samples for c.7817T>A. Direct 
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DNA sequencing of exons 12 and 40 of the CPLANE1 gene, which 
detected c.1819delT and c.7817T>A, is shown in Figure 1d, e.

The primers for screening the CPLANE1 c.7817T>A variant were 
designed using Primer 3 software.17 The following primer sequences 
were used for AS-PCR: CPLANE1_ex40_F: TGGGTTTGTAGGAGGAGAGGT; 
CPLANE1_ex40_R: CATACTTCCTGCTCCTTTTCCT; and modified 
allele-specific primer for the CPLANE1 c.7817T>A variant: 
GAAGGCTCTTCTCTCACAGGTT. Briefly, PCR reactions were performed 
in a total volume of 25 μl containing 1 × Rb Buffer II, 1.3 mM MgCl

2
, 

2 mM dNTPs, 0.3 µM of the forward primer, 0.6 µM of the reverse 
primer, 0.6 µM of the AS primer, and 0.75 unit of AmpliTaq Gold 
DNA polymerase (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Each reaction began 
with 10 min of denaturation at 95 °C, followed by 35 cycles of 30 s 
at 95 °C, 30 s at 60 °C, 45 s at 72 °C, and 10 min at 72 °C. Amplified 
PCR products were separated and observed using 1.5% agarose 
electrophoresis. The presence (homozygous/heterozygous) of the 
CPLANE1 c.7817T>A variant resulted in two bands with sizes of 471 
and 251 bp, whereas the absence of the variant resulted in only a 
471-bp fragment. Following the manufacturer’s protocol, an allele 
discrimination assay identifying the CPLANE1 c.7817T>A variant 
using a custom-made design from Thermo Fisher Scientific for 
real-time PCR. The mutant allele was FAM-labeled, and the normal 
allele was VIC (HEX)-labeled. Each reaction consisted of a 15 min 
denaturation at 95 °C, followed by 40 cycles of 20 s denaturation at 
95 °C and 1 min amplification at 60 °C.

Sanger sequencing

To confirm and establish the zygosity of the detected variants and to 
determine whether the c.1819delT variant was present on the same 
haplotype with c.7817T>A, PCR amplification of exons 12 and 40 
of the CPLANE1 gene was performed using the following designed 
primers for exon 12: CPLANE1_ex12_F: TGAAAAATGAGTTCCAAGACCA 
and CPLANE1_ex12_R: AGGCAGACACTTTCCAGACAA, and the primers 
mentioned above for exon 40. Sanger sequencing was performed 
using the same primers and a Big Dye 1.1 Cycle Sequencing kit (Life 
Technologies, Thermo Fisher Scientific). Fragments were isolated 
and detected using an AB 3500 Genetic Analyzer (Life Technologies, 
Thermo Fisher Scientific).

Whole-exome sequencing

WES was performed using the TWIST exome library preparation 
protocol (Twist Bioscience) and sequencing on the Illumina NovaSeq 
platform (Illumina). Variants in the CPLANE1 gene were examined 
using an in-house bioinformatics pipeline.

RNA analyses

To investigate the effect of the novel splicing mutation on mRNA, 
expression RNA analysis was performed using a Luna Universal 
One-Step RT-qPCR Kit (New England Biolabs) and custom-designed 
primers: Forward_RNA: TTGCAGTAGCAACTCCAGGT and Reverse_RNA: 
GGGTCTTCTGAGGTGTTGGA. The PCR products were then visualized by 

FIG. 1. (a) Agarose gel electrophoresis of the allele-specific PCR reactions: Lanes 1, 2, 6, CPLANE1 c.7817T>A positive samples; Lanes 3, 4, 5, 
negative samples; M: 100-bp DNA marker (Solis Biodyne). (b) Homozygous case for the CPLANE1 c.7817T>A variant detected by real-time PCR allele 
discrimination. (c) Heterozygous case for the CPLANE1 c.7817T>A variant detected by real-time PCR allele discrimination. (d) Sanger sequencing of 
CPLANE1 exon 12 showing homozygosity of the c.1819delT. (e) Sanger sequencing of CPLANE1 exon 40 showing homozygosity of c.7817T>A variant.
PCR, polymerase chain reaction
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1.5% agarose gel electrophoresis and Sanger sequencing using the 
same primers used for amplification was performed.

RESULTS

JS in the POC material

Maternal DNA contamination and chromosomal aneuploidies were 
excluded from all studied POCs using QF-PCR and MLPA analyses. 
Therefore, our results revealed a high incidence of JS in the total study 
group of POCs (2.03%; 5/246), and the incidence was considerably 
higher among Albanian families (6.25%; 5/80) because the genetic 
diagnosis of JS was only confirmed in POCs from Albanian ethnic 
origin families (Table 1a).

Among the 246 studied EPLs, we identified three POCs (from three 
different families) that were homozygous for the pathogenic CPLANE1 
“complex allele.” The results were confirmed by WES analysis, 
and Sanger sequencing analysis confirmed that the parents were 
heterozygous carriers of this “complex allele.” Additionally, another 
two POCs (from the same family) were found to be compound 
heterozygous for the “complex allele” and a second novel splice site 
variant c.5820+3_5820+6del in CPLANE1.

The splice site variant is a novel, non-classical splicing variant 
found in intron 29 of CPLANE1. In-silico analysis using the VarSeak 
software predicted that this variant affects splicing and results in 
exon skipping at the RNA level. To confirm this finding, a cDNA 
sequencing analysis was performed, which revealed a shortened 

mRNA caused by CPLANE1 exon 29 skipping (Figure 2). The splicing 
variant causes an amino acid change from glutamic acid to glycine 
at position 1913, followed by a frameshift that creates a termination 
codon after 23 amino acids (p. Glu1913GlyfsTer23), resulting in a 
shortened protein. Furthermore, this variant was missing from 
the gnomAD database, and the nucleotides were highly conserved 
across species. The ACMG variant classification system identified this 
variant as pathogenic based on the following criteria: PS3, PM3, 
PM2, and PP3. Sanger sequencing of the identified variants on WES 
confirmed the POC findings and indicated that the mother had the 
“complex allele,” whereas the father carried the splicing variant in 
the CPLANE1 gene. Another POC sample from the same pair showed 
compound heterozygosity for the same variants.

All families with a JS genetic diagnosis in their POCs had at least two 
EPLs and no previous live birth (Figure 3a-d). The histopathological 
analysis of the placental tissue revealed degenerated chorionic 
villi with localized hydropic swelling or hyalinization of the villous 
stroma. Fetal erythrocytes were found in villous blood vessels. 
The decidua tissue showed regions of necrosis, consistent with 
spontaneous miscarriage, but no distinct specific histopathologic 
characteristics.

Three additional POC samples were found to be heterozygous for 
the “complex allele,” and subsequent WES analysis revealed no 
second pathogenic variant in CPLANE1. These POCs originated from 
two families (Figure 3e, f). One was of Macedonian origin, and the 
other was of Albanian origin.

TABLE 1. Results from the screening of the CPLANE1 “complex allele” c.1819delT;c.7817T>A

a. Results of screening of the CPLANE1 “complex allele” c.1819delT;c.7817T>A in 246 POC samples from EPLs

EPLs, total (n) EPLs, total (%)
Macedonian, 

(n) Macedonian, (%) Albanian, (n) Albanian, (%) Other, (n)
Other, 

(%)

Normal 238 96.74 154 99.35 73 91.25 11 100

Carriers 3 1.21 1 0.64 2 2.5 0 0

Joubert 5 2.03 0 0 5 6.25 0 0

Total 246 100 155 100 80 100 11 100

b. Results of screening of the CPLANE1 “complex allele” c.1819delT;c.7817T>A in 650 women with EPLs

Women with 
EPLs, 

(n of alleles)
Women with
EPLs, (AF, %)

Macedonian, 
(n of alleles)

Macedonian, 
(AF, %)

Albanian, 
(n of alleles)

Albanian, 
(AF, %)

Other, 
(n of alleles)

Other, 
(AF, %)

Normal 1,282 98.62 518 99.62 713 97.94 51 98.07

Carriers 18 1.38 2 0.38 15 2.06 1 1.93

Total 1,300 100 520 100 728 100 52 100

c. Results of screening of the CPLANE1 “complex allele” c.1819delT;c.7817T>A in 646 control women without EPLs

Control 
women, 

(n of alleles)
Control women, 

(AF, %)
Macedonian, 
(n of alleles)

Macedonian, 
(AF, %)

Albanian, 
(n of alleles)

Albanian, 
(AF, %)

Other, 
(n of alleles)

Other, 
(AF, %)

Normal 1,281 99.15 508 99.61 719 98.76 54 100

Carriers 11 0.85 2 0.39 9 1.24 0 0

Total 1,292 100 510 100 728 100 54 100

POC, products of conception; EPL, early pregnancy losses; AF, allele frequency.

Bozhinovski et al. CPLANE1-Related Joubert Syndrome in Early Pregnancy Loss
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Women with EPL

We found that women with EPLs had a higher allele frequency of 
the “complex allele” (18/1300, AF = 1.38%) than controls (11/1292, 
AF = 0.85%), but this difference was not statistically significant (p 
= 0.2), most likely due to the small sample sizes (Table 1b, c). In 
general, the “complex allele” was significantly more common in 
the Albanian population (24/1456, AF  =  1.65%, p  =  0.003) than 
in the Macedonian population (4/1030, AF = 0.39%) based on the 
total number of tested subjects of Macedonian and Albanian ethnic 
origins, including both women with EPLs and control women.

Additional analysis in one of the five partners of the female carriers 
revealed heterozygosity of the “complex allele.” The couple was of 
Albanian ancestry and had 10 EPLs, with the untested conceptions 
being eliminated between the sixth and seventh weeks of gestation 
(Figure 3g). The karyotypes of both partners were normal, and there 
were no physiological or anatomical anomalies in their reproductive 
systems. We assume that at least some of their POCs were affected 
by JS because both partners in this couple carry the “complex allele.”

Eleven fetuses from the control group of women confirmed to carry 
the “complex allele” were available for analysis. Seven of them 
carried the “complex allele.” We contacted all 11 families and found 
that 10 newborns were born healthy, and one baby had symptoms 
consistent with JS (9.1%; 1/11). A genetic study revealed compound 
heterozygosity of the “complex allele” and the c.8263dupA variant 
in CPLANE1. This family reported that the baby was born with 
clinical symptoms of JS and revealed that they previously had 
a child with JS symptoms and another phenotypically normal 
child. We did not have access to the detailed phenotypes of the  
JS-affected children of this family (Figure 3h). Previously, the  
CPLANE1c.1819delT;c.7817T>A];[8263dupA] genotype was found in 
our laboratory among three patients with JS.

FIG. 2. (a) Reverse transcription PCR products of the CPLANE1 mRNA suggest an exon skipping, which was confirmed by Sanger sequencing of the 
obtained RT-PCR products. (b) In-silico software analysis using the VarSeak software, predicting that the CPLANE1 c.5820+3_5820+6del variant affects 
the nearby splicing site, leading to skipping of exon 29. (c) The region where the CPLANE1 variant c.5820+3_5820+6del lies is a conserved region 
among various species.
PCR, polymerase chain reaction

FIG. 3. Family pedigree of the four families with POC affected with 
Joubert syndrome. The three families (a-c) had POC homozygous 
for the complex variant [c.1819delT;c.7817T>A], whereas family  
(d) had two POC compounds heterozygous for the variants  
[c.1819de lT;c.7817T>A];[c.5820+3_5820+6del]. (e, f) Family pedigrees 
whose POCs were heterozygous for [c.1819delT;c.7817T>A] “complex 
allele.” The family pedigree (g) represents the partners’ heterozygous 
for [c.1819delT;c.7817T>A] “complex allele,” and their EPLs were 
unavailable for analysis, whereas control-fetus compound (h) 
heterozygous for [c.1819delT;c.7817T>A];[c.8263dup].
POC, products of  conception; EPL, early pregnancy losses

Bozhinovski et al. CPLANE1-Related Joubert Syndrome in Early Pregnancy Loss
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DISCUSSION

The current study highlights pathogenic CPLANE1 variants as a 
novel cause of EPL. CPLANE1 is found in the 5p13.2 region. This 
gene encodes a transmembrane protein of 3197 amino acids and is 
highly conserved in vertebrates. The encoded protein is presumed 
to function as a transmembrane protein with a putative coiled-coil 
motif.18 Although the precise function of the CPLANE1 gene is not 
fully explored, several studies have shown that it plays a vital role in 
the process of ciliogenesis, which is required for cell proliferation, 
polarity, differentiation, and response maintenance to various 
stimuli.19,20 According to the Human Protein Atlas Database, the 
CPLANE1 gene is expressed in placental tissue during pregnancy, 
indicating that the function of the CPLANE1 gene product may be 
crucial in pregnancy maintenance.21,22 Defects in this gene cause JS 
type 17, which is caused by pathogenic homozygous or compound 
heterozygous loss of function variants, as well as orofaciodigital 
syndrome VI, which is caused by a combination of pathogenic loss of 
function and missense variants.18 JS type 17 is an autosomal recessive 
condition found primarily in patients of French-Canadian origin. 
Clinically, it is characterized by the presence of the molar tooth 
sign, cerebellar ataxia, mental disability, motor delay, oculomotor 
apraxia, and, in some cases, renal disease and retinal dystrophy.23 JS 
has not previously been reported in EPLs, but it has been confirmed 
in several fetuses with multiple anomalies in the second trimester 
or later in the pregnancy, resulting in termination.11-14

Considering the causative variants found within our cohort in this 
study, c.1819delT (p. Tyr607Thrfs*6) is a known pathogenic variant 
in the CPLANE1 gene that has been identified as pathogenic/likely 
pathogenic in the ClinVar database several times.24 The protein 
impact of this variant is thought to be the formation of a premature 
translational stop signal (p. Tyr607Thrfs*6) in the CPLANE1 gene, 
which is predicted to result in a missing or defective protein. This 
early translational stop signal variant has been found in patients 
with JS but, to the best of our knowledge, has not been reported 
in a homozygous condition in a living patient. In our cohort of 
positive samples, a second variant in exon 40 of the CPLANE1 gene, 
c.7817T>A (p. Leu2624Ter), was coinherited with the c.1819delT 
variant. This variant is also classified as pathogenic in the ClinVar 
database, and its protein product causes a premature translational 
stop signal (p. Leu2624Ter) in the CPLANE1 gene.25 In the CPLANE1 
“complex allele” c.1819delT;c.7817T>A, the c.1819delT variant, 
located in exon 12 of the gene, has the LoF effect on the protein 

and causes JS. In Table 2, we compare CPLANE1 selected alleles from 
the population database gnomAD to our internal database of 545 
individuals analyzed by WES. It is clear that all selected CPLANE1 
alleles are more common in our cohort and the European (non-
Finnish) population with gnomAD.

The second most common CPLANE1 pathogenic variant in our 
group was c.8263dupA (AF = 0.28%, 3/1,090). It has already been 
identified in trans with the “complex allele” in three patients with 
JS tested in our laboratory. Furthermore, our present study revealed 
a novel non-classical splicing pathogenic CPLANE1 gene variant, 
c.5820+3_5820+6del, which is discussed in the results section of 
this study.

Our present study found a high incidence of JS in EPLs, with 2.03% 
of POC samples having a genetic diagnosis of JS. The frequency is 
even higher (6.25% of POCs from EPLs) among couples of Albanian 
origin. To the best of our knowledge, this is the most common 
fetal monogenic cause of EPL to date. Targeted screening for the 
CPLANE1 “complex allele” c.1819delT;c.7817T>A, followed by NGS 
analysis in heterozygotes, would be warranted, particularly in 
couples of Albanian ethnic origin, because it would detect one JS in 
16 euploid EPLs.

Further analysis of women with EPLs showed a higher CPLANE1 
“complex allele” carrier rate (p =  0.2). It was found to be 
significantly more common among women of Albanian origin 
than among Macedonians (AF  =  1.65% vs. 0.39%, respectively), 
which is consistent with the findings among POC materials. 
CPLANE1c.1819delT;c.7817T>A homozygosity is expected to affect 
approximately 1 of 25,600 JS children based on our findings of 
seven carriers in 545 individuals from the general population and 
a carrier frequency of about 1/80. However, no such patient with 
JS has been identified using clinical practice data in our country. 
Thus, the absence of patients with JS who are homozygous for the 
“complex allele” and the relatively high incidence of this genotype 
among EPLs in our study suggest that homozygosity of this allele 
is incompatible with life and results in pregnancy loss early in 
embryonic development. Nevertheless, our findings should be 
further confirmed by functional analyses.

Furthermore, we reviewed studies on JS individuals with the 
c.1819delT and c.7817T>A variants and present these findings 
in Table 3. These variants have been found in a compound 
heterozygous condition with other pathogenic variants; however, 

TABLE 2. Comparison of CPLANE1-selected alleles between gnomAD and our internal database

gnomAD gnomAD (European) Our internal database (AF)

CPLANE1 allele
Allele count/allele 

number AF*, (%)
Allele count/allele 

number AF, (%)
Allele count/allele 

number AF, (%)

c.1819delT; p. Tyr607Thrfs*6 27/173,756 0.015 17/71,656 0.024 7/1,090 0.64

c.7817T>A; p. Leu2606* 6/251,054 0.0024 6/113,474 0.0053 7/1,090 0.64

Co-occurrence 2/71,228 0.002 2/28,113 0.007 7/1,090 0.64

c.8263dupA; p. Thr2755Asnfs*8 2/250,344 0.0008 2/113,492 0.0018 3/1,090 0.28

c.5820+3_5820+6del 0 0 0 0 0 0

AF, allele frequency.
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the c.1819delT variant has not been reported in a homozygous 
condition in a single patient.

Previous studies have revealed that homozygosity of particular 
variants in other genes can have lethal embryonic effect.30 
Arnadottir et al. observed a high deficit of homozygous individuals 
for a specific GLE1 variant and postulated that homozygosity for this 
variant (previously reported in compound heterozygous genotype 
with other variants in the same gene, causing a severe neonatal 
condition) would result in EPL. This assumption was confirmed by 
the fact that carrier couples for that particular variant had a high 
incidence of early miscarriage. In another similar study, Oddsson 
et al.31 found that disease-causing LoF variants in the DHCR7, GBE1, 
GLE1, PMM2, PNKP, and TSFM genes have homozygous deficits and 
have only been reported in compound heterozygous cases, along 
with a hypomorphic allele that causes partial loss of function. They 
proposed that variants with a minimum activity level are necessary 
for successful embryonic development.

This is the first study to show such a high prevalence of fetal 
monogenic causes of pregnancy loss. This shows that, while rare, 
fetal monogenic diseases can be a common cause of EPLs. Our 
findings have a larger impact on the pathogenesis of pregnancy 
loss and contribute to a better understanding of the pathogenicity 
of the variants in the CPLANE1 gene. Our results further suggest 
that focused screening for the CPLANE1 “complex allele” might be 
warranted in couples of Albanian ethnicity, as it would detect one JS 
in every 16 euploid EPLs.
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